The hyperbolic curve model is erected, the least square method is used to obtain parameters of the hyperbolic curve model, parameters of the hyperbolic curve model are regarded as state vectors to contain dynamic noises to erect Kalman filter model based on the hyperbolic curve model, on the basis of Kalman filter model based on the hyperbolic curve model, settlement amounts of the building are forecasted. Because parameters of Kalman filter model change continuously in the process of Kalman filter, the ability that Kalman filter model suit the observation data is increased, and the fitting error of the model is lessened. An example of calculation shows that the forecast error is small, and the forecast effect is better to use Kalman filter model based on the hyperbolic curve model to forecast settlement amounts of the building .
Introduction
In order to guarantee the safety of buildings, the settlement observation must be done termly to obtain the settlement observation data, on the basis of the settlement observation data, the forecast model that the fitting precision and forecast precision is high can be erected. The model parameters are looked as fixed values in the hyperbolic curve model, the ability that the model suit the observation data is decreased, the fitting forecast is big, the forecast effect is not very well. In order to raise the fitting precision and forecast effect, model parameters of hyperbolic curve model are looked as state vectors to contain dynamic noises, Kalman filter model based on hyperbolic curve model is erected to forecast settlement amounts of the building. An example of calculation shows that the forecast error is small, and the forecast effect is better.
Hyperbolic curve model
Hyperbolic curve model can be written as [1] (2) On the basis of the settlement observation series, model parameters a and b can be obtained by means of least square method, the settlement value of the building can be forecasted.
Kalman filter model
The state equation and observation equation of the discrete linear system to Kalman filter model are [2] - [10] 
On the basis of the state equation and observation equation and random model, Kalman filter equations are obtained [2] - [10] )] 1
Where I is a unit matrix, and
Kalman filter model based on hyperbolic curve model
In order to improve the fitting precision of hyperbolic curve model, model parameters of hyperbolic curve model a and b are looked as the state vector to contain dynamic noises , Kalman filter method is used to filter to obtain the best estimated value of the state vector, the settlement value of the building can be forecasted, we can erect the following model 
can be written as
(9) is the observation equation. In order to do Kalman filter, k X is looked as the state vector to contain the dynamic noise, we have
(10) (10) can be written as
On the basis of (9) and (11), the state equation and observation equation of Kalman filter model can be Obtained.
(13) On the basis of (5), (6), (7), (12) 
Example of the calculation
The settlement data of the monitoring point JD6 of the building are calculated, on the basis of the settlement data, 
, some computed results are listed in Table 1 . Table 1 shows that residual errors of hyperbolic curve model are great, the greatest residual error is 0.924 mm, the smallest residual error is -0.027 mm. Residual errors of Kalman filter model based on hyperbolic curve model are smaller than 0.33 mm, and the greatest residual error is 0.328 mm, the smallest residual error is 0.004 mm, the fitting precision of Kalman filter model based on hyperbolic curve model is higher.
The forecasted settlement value of the monitoring point JD6 of the building of hyperbolic curve model is 23.608 mm on December, 2016, the settlement observation value on December, 2016 is 24.03 mm, the forecast error is -0.422 mm, the forecast error is greater.
The forecasted settlement value of the monitoring point JD6 of the building of Kalman filter model based on hyperbolic curve model is 24.211 mm on December, 2016, the settlement observation value on December, 2016 is 24.03 mm, the forecast error is 0.181 mm, the forecast error is smaller, the forecast effect is better.
Conclusions
The paper looked parameters of hyperbolic curve model as the state vector to erect Kalman filter model based on hyperbolic curve model, the model is used to forecast the settlement value of the building. The calculation result show that Kalman filter model based on hyperbolic curve model is good in the suitability, the model precision and deformation forecast precision is high, the forecast effect is better.
